
I Intro. (July 3, 2005) 

 John makes reference to three angels in 

this section. The first one has an eternal gospel to 

proclaim (Rev. 14:6-7). The second has a message 

of doom for Babylon (14:8). The third has a 

message of doom for all those who worship the 

beast (14:9-12). Finally, there is a message of 

blessing for believers who die (14:13). 

 

II Three Angels, Three Messages (Rev. 14:6-13) 

 A. Angel one: an eternal gospel (14:6-7) 

  1. (vs. 6) His message was 

addressed to all the people living on earth: “And I 

saw another angel flying in midheaven, having an 

eternal gospel to preach to those who live on the 

earth, and to every nation and tribe and tongue and 

people” 

(Ka i ; ei \don  a[llon  a[ggelon  p et ovmen on  [“fly”1] ej
n  mes our an h vmat i  [“lit., in astronomy the 

‘meridian’…zenith ejn  mes our an h vmat i in 

midheaven”
2
; “denotes mid–heaven, or the midst 

of the heavens”
3
] e[con t a  eujaggevli on  [“Here it is 

not t o eujaggeli on…{the gospel}, but merely a 

proclamation of God’s eternal…purpose.”
4
; “orig. 

a reward for good news, then simply good 

news…in our lit. only in the specif. sense God’s 

good news to men, the gospel…in 

combination…w. adj. euj.  a i jwvn i on”5; “In the N.T. 
it denotes the good tidings of the Kingdom of God 

and of salvation through Christ, to be received by 

faith, on the basis of His expiatory death, His 

burial, resurrection, and ascension, e.g., Acts 15:7; 

20:24; 1 Pet. 4:17. Apart from those references 

and those in the Gospels of Matthew and Mark, 

and Rev. 14:6, the noun is confined to Paul’s 

Epistles.”
6
; “an angel proclaims the gospel, the 

gospel is everlasting, and there is no article. Since 

the content seems to be judgment, it is thought by 

some that this is not the gospel of Christ. An angel 

proclaims it, however, because the time is short. 

This preaching is a sign of the end. The real 

content is not judgment but fear of the Lord {Mk. 

1:14-15} and worship of the Creator {Acts 
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14:15}.”
7
] a i jwvn i on  [“eternal…without 

end”
8
] eujaggeli vs a i  [“Bring or announce good 

news…gener.”
9
; “to bring or announce glad tidings 

{Eng., evangelize}, is used…in the Active Voice 

in Rev…14:6 {‘to proclaim,’ R.V., A.V., ‘to 

preach’}”
10
] ejp i ; t ou;" k a qh mevn ou" [“sit…fig. 

stay, be, live, reside, settle”
11
; 

“metaphorically…Luke 1:79; of inhabiting a place 

{translated ‘dwell’}…Rev. 14:6, R.V. marg., ‘sit’ 

{in the best texts: some have katoikeoµ, to 

dwell}”
12
] ejp i ; t h '" gh '" [“The Earth, Land, as a 

Dwelling Place of Man…the ‘inhabited 

earth’”
13
] k a i ; ejp i ; p a'n  e[qn o " [“even though 

eŒthneµ implies a negative judgment from the Jewish 

standpoint, this judgment has no final validity in 

face of the promise of universal 

revelation”
14
] k a i ; f ulh ;n  [“nation people…W. 

synonymous expressions”
15
; “a company of people 

united by kinship or habitation, a clan, tribe, is 

used…of the peoples of the earth”
16
; “it…has the 

offer of the 

gospel”
17
] k a i ; glw's s an  [“language…p a's a  g, 

every language=every person, regardless of the 

language he speaks…As a distinctive feature of 

nations g. can be used as a synonym of 

f ulh v,  la ov",  e[qn o "”18] k a i ; la ovn  [“people as 

nation”
19
]). 

 John say that he “saw another (a[llon) 
angel flying in midheaven (mes our an h vmat i),” or 
that place “lit., in astronomy (known as) the 

‘meridian’ (‘culmination’…) zenith,”
20
 or “The 

point on the celestial sphere that is directly above 

the observer,”
21
 “the position of the sun at noon”

22
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as we noted it on Rev. 8:13. Similarly John saw 

“another angel,” though not at midheaven, in 7:2, 

8:3, and 10:1, but, “The first of the three” 

mentioned here in our passage “is thus 

distinguished, as it seems, from the Seventh Angel 

of the Trumpets, the angelic being last mentioned 

(11:15).”
23
 But then there was Michael the 

archangel mentioned in 12:7. So perhaps he is the 

last one in view, being “the nearest specific angel 

in the context.”
24
 His vantage point flying high 

above the earth would mean that everyone on earth 

could hear his words. 

 This other angel had in his possession “an 

eternal gospel to preach to those who live on the 

earth.” It is probably not without meaning that the 

definite article is missing before the word 

“eternal.” He did not say “the eternal gospel,” but 

“(an) eternal gospel,” (there is no indefinite article 

in Greek). One thing is for certain, the angel did 

not preach the gospel in the next verse when he 

gave his message. This obvious reality has caused 

some to say, “Here it is not…(the gospel), but 

merely a proclamation of God’s 

eternal…purpose.”
25
 In this case, the word 

“gospel” becomes a sort of synonym for God’s 

word. Similarly, Walvoord says, “Because of the 

word ‘gospel,’ some have felt that this was a 

message of salvation or the good news of the 

coming kingdom. The context, however, seems to 

indicate otherwise, for the message is one of 

judgment and condemnation. The angel 

announced, Fear God and give Him glory, 

because the hour of His judgment has come. So 

the ‘eternal’ message seems to be a message of 

God’s righteousness and judgment rather than a 

message of salvation.”
26
 Warren Wiersbe 

“believed” that “the eternal gospel is the witness 

of natural revelation that has gone out since 

Creation.”
27
 That message also can do nothing but 

condemn. 

 This “eternal gospel” was intended is to be 

preached “to those who live (k a qh mevn ou", lit., 
‘sit’) on the earth, and to every nation and tribe 

and tongue and people” without limitation. It was 

a message intended for all. 
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  2. (vs. 7) Here we learn the content 

of what the angel proclaimed: “and he said with a 

loud voice, ‘Fear God, and give Him glory, 

because the hour of His judgment has come; and 

worship Him who made the heaven and the earth 

and sea and springs of waters’” (levgwn  [“gener. 
utter in words, say, tell, give expression to orally, 

but also in writing…w. emphasis on a certain kind 

of saying”
28
] ejn  f wn h '/ [“voice…gener. Any form 

of speech or other utterance w. the voice can take 

place”
29
; “Cognate Dative…The dative noun is 

cognate to the verb either formally {where both 

noun and verb have the same root} or conceptually 

{where the roots are different}. This is not 

common…Illustrations…Cognate in 

Meaning
30
”] megavlh / [“great, is used, besides 

other meanings, of intensity, as, e.g., of the force 

of a voice…‘loud’”
31
] f o bh vqh t e [“{have} 

reverence, respect…{for} God, fear…him in the 

sense reverence”
32
; “in earlier Greek, to put to 

flight…in the N.T. is always in the Passive 

Voice…to show reverential fear…of 

God”
33
] t o;n  qeo;n  k a i ; dovt e aujt w'/ dovxan  [“fame, 

renown, honor…as a form of relig. 

devotion”
34
] o{t i  h \lqen  [“come…lit…of 

time…h \lqen  h J w{r a the hour has come=the hour 
is here”

35
] h J w{r a  [“the time when someth. took 

place, is taking place, or will take place…W. gen. 

of the thing, the time for which has come”
36
; 

“whence Lat., hora, Eng., hour, primarily denoted 

any time or period, especially a season. In the N.T. 

it is used to denote…a definite point of 

time”
37
] t h '" k r i vsew" [“judging, judgment…of 

the activity of God or the Messiah as judge, esp. 

on the Last Day…h J w{r a  t h '" k r .  aujt ou' the hour 
when he is to 

judge”
38
] aujt ou' k a i ; p r o s k un h vs at e [“used to 

designate the custom of prostrating oneself before 
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a person and kissing his feet, the hem of his 

garment, the ground, etc.; the Persians did this in 

the presence of their deified king, and the Greeks 

before a divinity or someth. holy; {fall down and} 

worship, do obeisance to, prostrate oneself before, 

do reverence to, welcome respectfully…This 

reverence or worship is paid…to God…of the God 

worshipped by monotheists {Christians, Jews, 

Samaritans}”
39
] t w'/ p o i h vs an t i  [“active…do, 

make…of external things make, manufacture, 

produce t i ; someth…of God’s creative activity 

create”
40
; “The NT takes it for granted that God is 

Creator, but seldom uses the poie- group…God is 

Creator of heaven and 

earth”
41
] t o;n  oujr an o;n  [“heaven…as a part of the 

universe…mentioned w. the earth…forming a 

unity w. it as the totality of 

creation”
42
] k a i ; t h ;n  gh 'n  k a i ; q avla s s an  [“sea…

gener…W. gh ' and oujr an ov" to denote the whole 
universe”

43
] k a i ; p h ga;" [“spring of water, 

fountain…lit.”
44
; “a spring or fountain, is used 

of…natural fountains or springs”
45
; “God is the 

Creator of the fountains of water as well as the 

seas.”
46
] uJdavt wn). 

 Here we have the message proclaimed by 

the angel, which “he said with a loud voice,” again 

so that everyone could hear: “Fear God, and give 

Him glory, because the hour of His judgment has 

come; and worship Him who made the heaven and 

the earth and sea and springs of waters.” Clearly, 

that is not the gospel with which you and I are so 

familiar, namely, “that Christ died for our sins 

according to the Scriptures, and that He was 

buried, and that He was raised again on the third 

day according to the Scriptures” (1Cor. 15:3b-4). 

Nor does it sound anything like the exchange 

between the Philippian jailer and Paul and Silas, 

“‘Sirs, what must I do to be saved?’ So they said, 

‘Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ, and you will be 

saved’” (Acts 16:30b-31a NKJV). It is as 
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Walvoord said, a message of judgment; “because 

the hour of His judgment has come.”  

So there are some ways to look at this 

which might be helpful. First as we said above, is 

to see the term “gospel” as a broad expression 

meaning something like “the word of God.” 

Second, we can understand gospel in the 

traditional sense, and say that the angel preached 

it, but that his words to that effect are not recorded 

here. A third possibility is that the word “gospel” 

is somehow to be understood in the sense that if 

the inhabitants of the earth obey what they angel 

said here, God would respond by suspending the 

temporal judgments that were happening and that 

were imminent in the form of the bowl judgments. 

Though I have not seen that view expressed 

anywhere, it commends itself to me. That this is an 

eternal gospel would simply mean that it has 

always held true in human history. It certainly did 

in the classic case of Nineveh. 

 Whatever that gospel is, it stands to reason 

that if the people on earth respond to this 

proclamation of the angel, they will certainly be 

better off in this life. So they should obey his 

command to “fear (f o bh vqh t e aorist, passive, 
imperative) God,” that is, to “(have) reverence, 

(or, ed.) respect…(for) God,”
47
 and “give (dovt e 

aorist, active, imperative) Him glory,” that is, 

bestow upon Him “fame, renown, honor…as a 

form of relig. devotion.”
48
 We have just such an 

example of people giving glory to the God of 

heaven following judgment in Rev. 11:13. Men do 

not always respond in this way to judgment (16:9). 

This really pictures repentance, which as we know 

can be preparatory for salvation by faith. It is 

possible that those in 11:13 had come to believe 

the gospel.  

Mankind is further commanded to 

“worship (p r o s k un h vs at e aorist, active, 

imperative; “do obeisance to, prostrate oneself 

before, do reverence to, welcome respectfully”
49
)” 

their Creator, “Him who made the heaven and the 

earth and sea and springs of waters,” a way of 

describing God as the Creator of the “the whole 
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universe.”
50
 “The first four bowl judgments will 

affect each of these four aspects of creation 

(16:29).”
51
 No matter what the message or who the 

messenger, men have always been reluctant to do 

this: “For even though they knew God, they did 

not honor Him as God, or give thanks; but they 

became futile in their speculations, and their 

foolish heart was darkened” (Rm. 1:21). 

 B. The second angel has a message of 

doom for Babylon (14:8). 

  1. (vs. 8) The fall is emphatically 

stated: “And another angel, a second one, 

followed, saying, ‘Fallen, fallen is Babylon the 

great, she who has made all the nations drink of 

the wine of the passion of her immorality’” 

(Ka i ; a[llo " a[ggelo " deuvt er o " [“denotes second 
in order with or without the idea of 

time”
52
] h jk o louvqh sen  [“follow…lit. come after 

abs.”
53
] levgwn  e[p esen  [“fig. and symbol…of 

persons…fall, be destroyed e[p esen 
e[p esen  B a bulwvn {…Repetition of the verb for 

emphasis…This is to remove all possibility of 

doubt…}”
54
; “the fall of Babylon…as a sign of 

divine judgment.”
55
] e[p esen  B a bulw;n  [“a symbol 

of demonic world power”
56
; “Babylon, capital of 

Babylonia…used also for the country…In late 

Judaism Rome began to take on the name and 

many of the characteristics of Babylon as a world-

power hostile to God, denounced by the 

prophets…The same interpr. is preferred by most 

for Rv…where B. is always called the Great”
57
; 

“Apart from references to the captivity in Mt. 

1:11, 12, 17 and Acts 7:43, and the single mention 

in 1 Pet. 5:13, the term Babyloµ�n occurs only in 
Revelation, where it denotes the ungodly power of 

the end-time…Its destruction is announced”
58
; 

“There is no doubt that Rome is meant by 

Babylon, as is probably seen already in I Pet. 5:13. 

As a prisoner in Patmos John can speak his mind 

by this 
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symbolism.”
59
] h J megavlh  h } ejk  t ou' o i [n ou [“wine

, normally the fermented juice of the grape…fig., 

in apocalyptic symbolism, of the punishments 

which God gives to the wicked to ‘drink’ like 

wine…the wine of God’s wrath...Of Babylon the 

harlot”
60
; “In 14:10; 16:19; 19:15 oéŒnos denotes 

the wrath of God in a figure that is taken from the 

OT {cf. Jer. 25:15-16; 49:12, etc.}. In 14:10 

‘poured unmixed’ indicates the great and terrible 

nature of the divine wrath. The metaphor is rather 

different in 14:8 {cf. 17:2; 18:3}, where the wine 

is that of impure passion. But the figures merge 

into one another inasmuch as those who drink this 

wine fall victim to God’s 

wrath.”
61
] t ou' qumou' [“an intense, passionate 

desire of an overwhelming and possibly 

destructive character - ‘intense desire, 

overwhelming passion.’…‘from the wine of her 

passionate lust’”
62
; “passion, passionate 

longing…she has caused the nations to drink the 

wine of her passionate immorality”
63
; “hot anger, 

passion”
64
; “anger, wrath, rage…the wine of 

God’s wrath…If this mng. holds true for all the 

Rv pass., the combination of genitives of qumov" 
and ojrgh v in 16:19; 19:15 is to be taken as a 
strengthening of the thought…and in 14:8”

65
; 

“denotes violent movement {of air, water, the 

ground, or living creatures}. From the sense ‘to 

boil up’ comes ‘to smoke’ and then ‘to sacrifice.’ 

thymoŒs means what is moved or moves, i.e., vital 

force, and it may then denote such varied things as 

desire, impulse, spirit, anger, sensibility, 

disposition, and thought. In the NT thymoŒs occurs 
five times in Paul, once in Hebrews, twice in 

Luke, and ten times in Revelation {five with 

touŒ theouŒ}. The meaning is always ‘wrath,’ human 

in Paul, Hebrews, and Luke but not in Rom. 2:8, 

divine in Revelation except in 12:12 {the dragon’s 

wrath}. Symbols are wine and cup {from the OT}, 

as well as vials {cf. Rev. 14:10, 19; 15:7}. In Rev. 

14:8; 18:3 Babylon has brought the nations into 
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ungodliness, so that they have fallen into sin and 

under God’s wrath”
66
; “In the NT wrath is not of 

the essence of God but always has objects. God is 

wrathful with Israel {Mt. 3:7; Lk. 21:23; 1 Th. 

2:16}. He is wrathful with all sinful humanity 

{Eph. 2:3} and all nations {Rev. 11:18; 14:8; 

18:3}. He is wrathful with the mighty and the rich 

{Rev. 6:15ff.}. He is wrathful with the whole earth 

{especially Babylon} because of its worship of 

antichrist”
67
] t h '" p o rn ei va " [“prostitution, 

unchastity, fornication, of every kind of unlawful 

sexual intercourse…fig., in accordance w. an OT 

symbol of apostasy fr. God, of idolatry; fr. the time 

of Hosea the relationship betw. God and his 

people was regarded as a marriage bond. This 

usage was more easily understandable because 

some Semitic and Graeco-Roman cults were at 

times connected w. sexual debauchery…the wine 

of her passionate immorality”
68
; “metaphorically, 

of the association of pagan idolatry with doctrines 

of, and professed adherence to, the Christian 

faith”
69
] aujt h '" p ep ovt i k en  [“make it possible for 

someone or someth. to drink…of persons give to 

drink t i n av to someone…Instead of the acc. of the 

thing we have e[k  t i n o "”70; “This word means ‘to 

cause or give to drink.’…Babylon makes the 

nations drink the wine of her fornication.”
71
; “to 

give to drink, to make to drink, is 

used…figuratively…of the effect upon the nations 

of partaking of the abominable mixture, provided 

by Babylon, of paganism with details of the 

Christian faith”
72
; “It is a combination also of Rev. 

14:10 {the wine of God’s wrath, also in 16:19; 

19:15} and 17:2. There is no doubt of the 

dissoluteness of the old Babylon of Jeremiah’s day 

as of the Rome of John’s time. Rome is pictured 

as the great courtesan who intoxicates and 

beguiles the nations to fornication {17:2, 4, 6}, but 

the cup of God’s wrath for her and her paramours 

is full”
73
] p avn t a  t a; e[qn h). 
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 Here is “another (a[llo ") angel, a second 
one,” who “followed” the previous, and he carries 

a message of the outcome of the coming judgment 

just mentioned in vs. 7. This affirms that people 

are not going to respond to the previous angel’s 

message. Of course, this is another proleptic 

statement in the book of Revelation. For the fall of 

Babylon does not occur until 18:2, but its fall is 

certain, and this angel announces as certain in 

advance. Of course, this is an OT prophecy as well 

with regard to the original Babylon (Is. 21:9; Jer. 

51:8). 

 What is meant by “Babylon”? “Babylon,” 

originally was the “capital of Babylonia,”
74
 or as 

we refer to it, Babylon, as in New York, New 

York. Some say that “there is no doubt that Rome 

is meant by Babylon, as is probably seen already in 

I Pet. 5:13.”
75
 “The other view is that Babylon is 

literal Babylon on the Euphrates River. The 

second option is better in Revelation because in 

this book place names describe literal locations 

(cf. 1:9; 2:1, 8, 12, 18; 3:1, 7, 14) unless 

specifically identified as figurative (e.g., 11:8). 

Furthermore “the great,” Nebuchadnezzar’s 

description of Babylon (cf. Dan. 4:30), always 

modifies the literal Babylon in Revelation.”
76
 

Nevertheless, the fact remains that this Babylon 

will be incorporated into the revived Roman 

Empire, and will be “a symbol of demonic world 

power,”
77
 epitomizing “ungodliness in the world 

during the Tribulation, as it has throughout human 

history since the tower of Babel (Gen. 11:19).”
78
 

 About Babylon the great, the angel said 

that it was “Fallen, fallen,” with the sense being 

that it was “destroyed.”
79
 That he repeated the 

verb was to emphasize the magnitude and the 

totality of the collapse. 

 The reason for judgment is found in the 

description which follows: “she who has made all 

the nations drink of the wine of the passion of her 

immorality.” “The wine of…Babylon…was the 

intoxicating influence of her vices and her 

wealth.”
80
 The verb for “made (to) drink,” 
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p ep ovt i k en  (lemma, p ot i vz w, perfect, active, 

indicative), sometimes translated “give to drink” 

(Mt. 25:13), is “causative” here, showing that 

Babylon influenced men to go along with her 

wickedness who would otherwise not have chosen 

“to drink this wine without her influence.”
81
 It is 

no wonder that Babylon the great then is the initial 

focal point of the final judgments of God at the 

end of the tribulation period. 

 The reference to the nations drinking “of 

the wine of the passion of her immorality” 

contains within itself a potential reference to 

judgment because the word for “passion” (qumou') 
is also translated “wrath” in 14:10. As it turns out, 

when a man drinks of the wine of the passion of 

her immorality, he has just imbibed the wrath of 

God, which may well come to him as a complete 

surprise. The immorality in view here is not 

merely “to commit sexual licentiousness but every 

kind of excess that expresses unfaithfulness to 

God,”
82
 especially spiritual adulteries in bowing 

the knee to the beast, his image, and Satan. In fact 

that is what follows.  

 C. The third angel has a message of doom 

for all those who worship the beast (14:9-12). 

  1. (vs. 9) Those who are in trouble 

are identified here: “And another angel, a third 

one, followed them, saying with a loud voice, ‘if 

anyone worships the beast and his image, and 

receives a mark on his forehead or upon his hand’” 

(Ka i ; a[llo " a[ggelo " t r i vt o " [“third…used as 

adj., w. a noun that can oft. be supplied fr. the 

context”
83
] h jk o louvqh sen  aujt o i '" levgwn  ejn  f wn h '/

 [“voice…gener. Any form of speech or other 

utterance w. the voice can take 

place”
84
] megavlh / ei [ t i " p r o s k un ei ' [“{fall down 

and} worship, do obeisance to, prostrate oneself 

before, do reverence to, welcome 

respectfully…This reverence or worship is 

paid…to the devil and Satanic beings”
85
; “to make 

obeisance, do reverence to {from pros, towards, 
and kuneoµ, to kiss}, is the most frequent word 

rendered to worship. It is used of an act of homage 

or reverence…to the Beast, his human 
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instrument”
86
] t o; qh r i von  [“{wild} animal, 

beast…lit…of animal-like beings of a supernatural 

kind…The ‘beasts’ or ‘animals’ of Rv”
87
; 

“usually, when false deity is worshiped, the 

accusative direct object is 

used”
88
] k a i ; t h ;n  ei jk ovn a  [“image, likeness…lit. 

of the emperor’s head on a coin…Of an image of a 

god”
89
; “denotes an image; the word involves the 

two ideas of representation and 

manifestation…The word is used…of an image or 

a coin {not a mere likeness}…so of a statue or 

similar representation {more than a 

resemblance}”
90
] aujt ou' k a i ; la mbavn ei  [“{more 

passively} receive, get, obtain abs. la bwvn {of a 
hungry swine} when it has received someth…W. 

acc. of the thing t i ; someth…Also used as a 

periphrasis for the passive…receive a mark=be 

marked”
91
] cavr agma  [“a mark or stamp 

engraved, etched, branded, cut, imprinted…in Rv 

of the mark of the Antichrist, which his adherents 

bear on hand or forehead”
92
; “This word denotes 

an engraved, etched, branded, or inscribed ‘mark’ 

or ‘sign.’…In Rev. 13:11ff. the second beast 

demands cultic recognition of the image of the 

first. The mark which is required in vv. 16-17 

probably indicates the religious totalitarianism of 

emperor worship…The angel threatens with 

eschatological judgment all who bear the 

chaŒragma of the beast”
93
; “to 

engrave…denotes…a mark or 

stamp”
94
] ejp i ; t ou' met wvp ou [“forehead…As the 

place marked w. a sign of some kind”
95
; “meaning 

the ‘brow’ or ‘forehead,’ occurs in the NT only in 

Revelation. In 7:3; 9:4; 14:1; 22:4 God’s servants 

bear on their foreheads the seal of God, or the 

name of Christ and God, which protects them 

through the apocalyptic woes. In 13:14; 14:9; 20:4 

God’s enemies have the mark of the beast stamped 

on their hands and foreheads. This will bring them 
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temporal prosperity but will also expose them to 

God’s wrath and exclude them from the millennial 

kingdom.”
96
; “Old word {met a , wjy…after the eye, 

above the eye, the space above or between the 

eyes}, in N.T. only in the 

Apocalypse”
97
] aujt ou' h ] ejp i ; t h ;n  cei 'r a  aujt ou'). 

 Here is yet a “another (a[llo ") angel, a 
third one,” following in sequence after the other 

two. He speaks decisively, “with a loud voice.” 

Through this conditional clause of the first class 

introducing the protasis, the “if” clause of the 

sentence, he identifies those who will be objects of 

judgment in vs. 10. So “if” or assuming that 

“anyone worships the beast,” as they indeed did in 

13:4, “and his image,” as they apparently did in vs. 

15, instead of worshiping God as the first angel 

commanded in 14:7; “and receives a mark on his 

forehead or upon his hand,” which apparently 

millions received (13:16-18), then follows the 

apodosis, the “then” clause containing the 

consequences of the next verse. 

  2. (vs. 10) Here we are told what 

the judgment will be on these worshipers of the 

beast: “he also will drink of the wine of the wrath 

of God, which is mixed in full strength in the cup 

of His anger; and he will be tormented with fire 

and brimstone in the presence of the holy angels 

and in the presence of the Lamb” (k a i ; [“Then 
{k a i…}. So in apodosis 

often”
98
] aujt o;" p i vet a i  [“drink…fig…of 

persons…p i ei 'n  t o; p ot h vr i on w. added words that 
make the sense clear drink the cup=submit to a 

severe trial, or death…Sim. 

p i vet a i  ejk  t ou' o i [n ou t ou' qumou' t ou' qeou'”99; “to 
drink, is used chiefly in the Gospels and in 1 Cor., 

whether literally {most frequently}, or 

figuratively…of experiencing the wrath of 

God”
100

; “Certainty for him as for Babylon and her 

paramours”
101

] ejk  [“It is also used in 

periphrasis…for the partitive gen…after verbs of 

supplying, receiving, 
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consuming”
102

] t ou' o i [n ou [“wine, normally the 

fermented juice of the grape…fig., in apocalyptic 

symbolism, of the punishments which God gives 

to the wicked to ‘drink’ like wine”
103

; “is the 

general word for wine…The word is used 

metaphorically…of the contents of the cup of 

Divine wrath upon the nations and Babylon”
104

; 

“In 14:10; 16:19; 19:15 oéŒnos denotes the wrath of 
God in a figure that is taken from the OT {cf. Jer. 

25:15-16; 49:12, etc.}. In 14:10 ‘poured unmixed’ 

indicates the great and terrible nature of the divine 

wrath.”
105

] t ou' qumou' [“anger, wrath, rage…the 

wine of God’s wrath”
106

; “The meaning is always 

‘wrath,’…divine in Revelation except in 12:12 

{the dragon’s wrath}. Symbols are wine and cup 

{from the OT}, as well as vials”
107

; “we have both 

qumou…and ojrgh "…{wrath of the anger of God}. 

The white heat of God’s anger, held back through 

the ages, will be turned 

loose.”
108

] t ou' qeou' t ou' k ek er a s mevn ou [“mix…F

ig…But perh. k . means pour {in}…{some} of the 

wine of God’s wrath, poured out unmixed into the 

cup of his anger”
109

; “to mix, to mingle, chiefly of 

the diluting of wine, implies ‘a mixing of two 

things, so that they are blended and form a 

compound, as in wine and water, whereas 

mignumi {No. 1} implies a mixing without such 

composition, as in two sorts of grain’ {Liddell and 

Scott, Lex.}. It is used in…Rev. 14:10, R.V., 

‘prepared’ {marg., ‘mingled;’ A.V., ‘poured out’}, 

lit., ‘mingled,’ followed by akratos, unmixed, pure 

{a, negative, and kratos, an adjective, from this 

verb kerannumi}, the two together forming an 

oxymoron, the combination in one phrase of two 

terms that are ordinarily contradictory.”
110

; “to 

pour something out - ‘to pour, to pour 

out.’…‘from the wine of the wrath of God poured 

out undiluted into the cup of his anger’ Re 14.10. 

Since k er avn n umi  normally means ‘to mix,’ it is 
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possible to interpret the participial form 

k ek er a s mevn ou in Re 14.10 as meaning ‘to be 

mixed’ {see 63.9}, but this would seem to 

contradict in some measure the following adjective 

a[k r at o " ‘full strength, pure’”111; The alternative 
view under 63.9 is probably the correct view: “to 

mix substances, normally liquids - ‘to mix.’…‘of 

the wine of the wrath of God mixed at full 

strength’ Re 14.10. Note that in the process of 

mixing, the various substances become a single 

mass, and the constituent parts are 

indistinguishable.”
112

; “A bold and powerful 

oxymoron, ‘the mixed 

unmixed.’”
113

] ajk r avt ou [“pertaining to being 

pure in the sense of not being diluted and hence at 

full strength - ‘at full strength, undiluted, 

pure.’…‘and he will drink from the wine of the 

wrath of God poured out at full strength’”
114

; 

“unmixed o i \n o "…of God’s anger in full 

strength”
115

] ejn  t w'/ p ot h r i vw/ [“a diminutive of 

poteµr, denotes, primarily, a drinking vessel; hence, 

a cup…figurative, of one’s lot or experience, 

joyous or sorrowful…of Divine punishments to be 

inflicted”
116

; “Cup of Wrath. This metaphor, found 

in Revelation, derives from the OT. God hands a 

cup to those who are under judgment (Ps. 75:8; Is. 

51:17)…The cup in the hands of God signifies his 

control of destiny…Revelation makes its own use 

of the OT image. In 17:4 Babylon holds a golden 

cup full of her abominations {cf. Jer. 51:17}. Its 

contents are the wine of the wrath of her 

fornication {14:8}. Babylon, under God, has 

power to subdue the nations by force and 

propaganda {Rev. 13}, but the eschatological 

power of God’s wrath may be seen in this power. 

It gives up to antichrist those who are not in the 

book of life {13:8}, and in due course they are the 

agents of God’s wrath to trample down Babylon 

herself {17:15ff.}. God thus gives Babylon the cup 

of the wine of the fierceness of his wrath, and at 

the last judgment all who accepted her rule will 

also drink of the wine of the wrath of God, i.e., 
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final condemnation.”
117

] t h '" ojrgh '" [“The 
anticipation of eschatological wrath means that 

there is a present state of wrath {Jn. 3:36}. This 

does not eliminate the eschatological element, but 

it raises the question whether wrath will finally be 

eternal. Greek thinking accepts this, the OT seems 

to question it in Jer. 3:12, and Judaism is 

uncertain. In the NT many passages support an 

eternal duration {Mt. 3:12; 18:34; Rev. 14:10}, 

although the reference is to the punishment rather 

than the 

wrath.”
118

] aujt ou' k a i ; ba s an i s qh vset a i  [“torture, 
torment…fig., of any severe distress…mostly 

physical”
119

; “is translated to torment…upon those 

who worship the Beast and his image and receive 

the mark of his name”
120

; “old verb, to test 

metals…by touchstone, then to 

torture”
121

] ejn  p ur i ; [“fire…lit…of fire that is 

heavenly in origin and nature…Quite predom. in 

connection w. the Last Judgment: the end of the 

world…Oft. in Rv: fire is cast fr. heaven upon the 

earth 8:5; 13:13; 20:9…It proceeds fr. the mouths 

of God’s two witnesses 11:5 and fr. the mouths of 

the demonic horses 9:17f…The fire w. which God 

punishes sinners”
122

; “In Revelation fire and 

brimstone denote eternal punishment”
123

; “The 

imagery is already in Gen. 19:24; Is. 30:33; Ezek. 

38:22.”
124

] k a i ; qei vw/ [“sulphur”125; “originally 

denoted fire from heaven. It is connected with 

sulphur. Places touched by lightning were called 

theia, and, as lightning leaves a sulphurous smell, 

and sulphur was used in pagan purifications, it 

received the name of theion”126] ejn wvp i on  [“in the 
sight of, in the presence 

of…lit.”
127

] ajggevlwn  [“messenger…of 

supernatural powers…angels as messengers of 

God”
128

] aJgi vwn  [“adj…of persons…of angels 
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holy”
129

] k a i ; ejn wvp i on  t ou' ajrn i vou [“It is used 

only by the Apostle John…elsewhere, in the 

singular, in the Apocalypse, some 28 times, of 

Christ as the Lamb of God, the symbolism having 

reference to His character and His vicarious 

Sacrifice, as the basis both of redemption and of 

Divine vengeance…His sacrifice, the efficacy of 

which avails for those who accept the salvation 

thereby provided, forms the ground of the 

execution of Divine wrath for the rejector, and the 

defier of God”
130

; “sheep, lamb; in Rv a 

designation of Christ”
131

]). 

 Anyone who meets the conditions of vs. 9, 

that is, if he does those things, “he also” or “then 

he,” see WP on Rev. 10:7, “will drink of he wine 

(o i [n ou) of the wrath (qumou') of God.” Wine is 

“normally the fermented juice of the grape,” but it 

is used here “fig., in apocalyptic symbolism, of the 

punishments which God gives to the wicked to 

‘drink’ like wine,”
132

 s.v. 8. “Wrath” is 

“anger…rage,”
133

 and refers to, “The white heat of 

God’s anger, held back through the ages,” but then 

“will be turned loose.”
134

 This wrath “is mixed in 

full strength in the cup of His anger (ojrgh '", Its use 
here does not make God’s wrath eternal as such. 

See Kittel above under ojrgh '"135
, even though he 

thinks it probably is.).” The wrath of the wine of 

God being mixed full strength, literally the 

oxymoronic, “mixed unmixed,” that is undiluted, 

will be His wrath poured out upon wicked 

mankind without restraint, which is one reason 

why the great tribulation will be the worst in the 

history of the world. This final expression of the 

wrath of God on earth will issue forth in this 

individual who received the mark being 

“tormented (ba s an i s qh vset a i  ‘to torture’136) with 
fire and brimstone in the presence of the holy 

angels and in the presence of the Lamb.” 

“Brimstone,” Greek, qei vw/, meaning, “sulphur,”
137

 

                                                 
129Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

130Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

131Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

132Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

133Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

134Robertson, Archibald Thomas, Word Pictures in the New Testament, (Nashville, Tennessee, USA: Sunday 

School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

135Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

136Robertson, Archibald Thomas, Word Pictures in the New Testament, (Nashville, Tennessee, USA: Sunday 

School Board of the Southern Baptist Convention) 1998, c1933. 

137Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

was a material that, “originally denoted fire from 

heaven…Places touched by lightning were called 

theia…lightning leaves a sulphurous smell.”
138

 

The holy ones of heaven, both the angels and the 

Lamb of God Himself will observe the wicked 

punished for worshiping false gods instead of the 

true one. 

  3. (vs. 11) Eternal punishment is in 

view for the worshipers of the beast: “And the 

smoke of their torment goes up forever and ever; 

and they have no rest day and night, those who 

worship the beast and his image, and whoever 

receives the mark of his name” 

(k a i ; oJ k ap n o;" [“smoke”139] t ou' ba s an i s mou' [“s
evere pain associated with torture and torment - 

‘torment, severe pain, severe suffering.’…‘and the 

smoke of their severe suffering’”
140

; “pass. the 

condition of those tortured, 

torment”
141

] aujt w'n  ei j" a i jw'n a " a i jwvn wn  ajn a ba i vn
ei  k a i ; oujk  e[cous i n  ajn avp aus i n  [“stopping, 
ceasing”

142
; “cessation, refreshment, rest {ana, up, 

pauoµ, to make to cease}…Christ’s rest is not a rest 

from work, but in work, ‘not the rest of inactivity 

but of the harmonious working of all the faculties 

and affections—of will, heart, imagination, 

conscience—because each has found in God the 

ideal sphere for its satisfaction and 

development’…‘{they have no} rest’…where the 

noun is the object of the verb echoµ, to have”143; 
“act. trans…have as one’s own, possess…of 

advantages, benefits, or comforts which one 

enjoys”
144

] h Jmevr a " k a i ; n uk t o;" [“night…lit…gen

. n uk t ov" at night, in the night-

time”
145

] o i J p r o s k un ou'n t e" t o; qh r i von  k a i ; t h ;n  
ei jk ovn a  [“image, likeness…lit…Of an image of a 

god”
146

] aujt ou' k a i ; ei [ t i " la mbavn ei  [“{more 

passively} receive, get, obtain…t o; cavr agma 
receive a mark=be 

marked”
147

] t o; cavr agma  t ou' ojn ovmat o " aujt ou'). 
                                                 
138Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

139Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

140Louw, Johannes P. and Nida, Eugene A., Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament based on Semantic 

Domains, (New York: United Bible Societies) 1988, 1989. 

141Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

142Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

143Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

144Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

145Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

146Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

147Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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 That the duration of their punishment will 

be eternal seems clear enough in that “the smoke” 

from the fire (vs. 11) “of their torment” in the 

flames “goes up forever and ever,” Greek, 

ei j" a i jw'n a " a i jwvn wn, or simply, eternally; “and” 

consequently, “they,” that is, those who are being 

tormented by the flames “have no rest 

(ajn avp aus i n) day and night,” that is, that the 
torture produced by the fire and brimstones never 

ceases, a meaning 

that ajn avp aus i n  (anapausin) has in other places 
such as Rev. 4:8. 

 None of this applies to believers, but rather 

only to “those who worship the beast and his 

image, and whoever receives the mark of his 

name.” 

 Is receiving the mark then equal to the 

unpardonable sin in its effects, that is, “it shall not 

be forgiven him, either in this age, or in the age to 

come” (Mt. 12:32b)? That is an interesting 

question. Rev. 21:8 says, “But for the cowardly 

and unbelieving and abominable and murderers 

and immoral persons and sorcerers and idolaters 

and all liars, their part will be in the lake that burns 

with fire and brimstone, which is the second 

death.” Will all liars be in the lake of fire? Only 

those who are not forgiven in justification by faith. 

My friend, Jim Engelman, tends to believe that 

receiving the mark is not an unpardonable sin, 

anymore that lying is. If one believes the gospel, 

then it is as he never worshiped the beast or took 

his mark. Whatever one might conclude, this 

solemn fact is true. No one ever believed in Jesus 

and went to hell, nor will there ever be such an 

individual in the future, no not even in the 

tribulation period. 

  4. (vs. 12) In contradistinction to 

the wicked, the saints stay faithful in not receiving 

the mark: “Here is the perseverance of the saints 

who keep the commandments of God and their 

faith in Jesus” (|W de [“here in the sense in this 
place…w. the local mng. weakened in this case, at 

this point, on this occasion, under these 

circumstances”
148

; “an adverb signifying…here 

{of place}…The word is used metaphorically in 

the sense of in this circumstance, or 

                                                 
148Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

connection”
149

] h J uJp o mon h ; [“patience, 
endurance, fortitude, stead-fastness, 

perseverance…esp. as they are shown in the 

enduring of toil and 

suffering…w|dev ejst i n  h J uJp .  t w'n  aJgi vwn here is 

{an opportunity for} endurance on the part of the 

saints {Weymouth} Rv 13:10”
150

; “Revelation, the 

book of the martyr church, extols hypomoneµ� as 
right and necessary for believers. On the one side, 

it is waiting for Jesus…On the other, it is the 

enduring of suffering and persecution…The final 

clash is the supreme test and demands supreme 

steadfastness if all is not to be for nought…It is 

worth noting that in contrast to Revelation, John 

and 1-3 John do not use hypomoneµ� or hypomeŒnein; 
the focus there is on 

meŒnein.”151] t w'n  aJgi vwn  [“‘The saints’ or the 

consecrated {o i J aJgi o i…} is John’s constant word 

for believers in Christ”
152

; “The Ecclesia 

triumphans…Christians also belong to it as the 

saints”
153

] ejst i vn  o i J t h r ou'n t e" [“keep, observe, 

fulfill, pay attention to, esp. of law and 

teaching…t i ; someth.”154; “denotes…to observe, 

to give heed to, as of keeping commandments”
155

; 

“Nominative in Apposition to Oblique 

Cases”
156

] t a;" ejn t o la;" [“command{ment}, 
order…of divine authorities…of imperial 

decrees…of divine commandments gener…as they 

concern men…f ulavs sei n observe”
157

; 

“Revelation, too, links God’s commands to Jesus 

and witness to 

him”
158

] t ou' qeou' k a i ; t h ;n  p i vst i n  [“trust, 
confidence, faith in the active sense=‘believing’, 

in relig. usage…Christ…The faith is clearly 

designated as faith in Christ by the addition of 

certain words. By the obj. gen. 

p i vst i "  jI h s ou' Cr i st ou' faith in Jesus Christ {and 
sim. exprs.}”

159
]  jI h s ou' [“is a transliteration of 
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(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 
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Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 
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the Heb. ‘Joshua,’ meaning ‘Jehovah is salvation,’ 

i.e., ‘is the Saviour,’ “a common name among the 

Jews, e.g., Ex. 17:9; Luke 3:29 {R.V.}; Col. 4:11. 

It was given to the Son of God in Incarnation as 

His personal name, in obedience to the command 

of an angel to Joseph, the husband of His Mother, 

Mary, shortly before He was born, Matt. 1:21. By 

it He is spoken of throughout the Gospel 

narratives generally, but not without exception, as 

in Mark 16:19, 20; Luke 7:13, and a dozen other 

places in that Gospel, and a few in John…In the 

Epp. of James, Peter, John and Jude, the personal 

name is not once found alone, but in Rev. eight 

time”
160

; “almost certainly…objective gen”
161

]). 

 During the tribulation believers will face 

unprecedented trials and temptations to prevent 

them going on to maturity and remaining faithful 

to our Lord. They will feel the pressure to worship 

the beast and his image and to take his mark so 

that he can participate in the marketplace and find 

some decree of peace. If he begins to succumb to 

temptation to worship the beast, he will be the 

recipient of the wrath of God, which always 

appears to be temporal in Scripture. Indeed, he 

might die prematurely, particularly should he be 

overwhelmed by temptation to take the mark in 

light of the previous verses. Perseverance 

(uJp o mon h ;), i.e., remaining true to God in difficult 

circumstance, will be possible as the believer 

draws upon the infinite resources of the grace of 

God, and continues to be obedient to the 

commandments of God and remain true to the 

faith of Jesus (t h ;n  p i vst i n   jI h s ou'), objective 

genitive, that is, “faith in Jesus.” 

In Ps. 73:12, when David considered the 

wicked, “always at ease, they have increased in 

wealth,” he began to feel like it had been a 

complete waste to have “kept” his own “heart 

pure” (vs. 13), especially in light of the fact that he 

had “been stricken all day long, and chastened 

every morning” (vs. 14). He got over it when he 

“came into the sanctuary of God; then” he 

“perceived their end” (vs. 15), which consisted of 

destruction. Tribulation saints were just given a 

picture of the end of their opponents in Rev. 14:9-

                                                 
160Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

161Wallace, Daniel B., Greek Grammar Beyond the Basics - Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament, 

(Garland, TX: Galaxie Software) 1999, c1996. 

11. Believers should therefore be motivated to 

remain faithful. So should we now. 

 D. Finally, there is a message of blessing 

for believers who die (14:13). 

  1. (vs. 13) No matter what the 

outcome, believers are blessed:  “And I heard a 

voice from heaven, saying, ‘Write, “Blessed are 

the dead who die in the Lord from now on!”’ 

‘Yes,’ says the Spirit, ‘that they may rest from 

their labors, for their deeds follow with them’” 

(Ka i ; h [k ous a  f wn h '" ejk  t ou' oujr an ou' legouvsh " 
gr avy on  ma k avr i o i  [“blessed, fortunate, happy, 

usu. in the sense privileged recipient of divine 

favor…of human beings…with a more obvious 

relig. connotation…As a predicate w. a subst. or 

subst. adj. or ptc. m.  oJ blessed is he who”162; 
“Revelation contains seven macarisms {and 

fourteen woes}. Five are pronounced 

authoritatively from heavenly lips {14:13; 16:15; 

19:9; 22:7, 14} and refer to the blessedness of 

martyrs, of those who persevere, of those who are 

invited to the feast, of those who share in the first 

resurrection, and of those who may enter the holy 

city.”
163

] o i J n ek r o i ; o i J ejn  [“to denote a rather 

close relation…to indicate a very close 

connection…esp. in Paul. or Joh. usage, to 

designate a close personal 

relation”
164

] k ur i vw/ ajp o qn h v/s k on t e" [“die…lit., of 

natural death…of pers…Of violent death…die in 

the Lord of martyrs”
165

; “Union with Christ in 

dying is a sure ground of comfort. We die in 

Christ…We are thus 

blessed”
166

] ajp !  a[rt i  [“adv…now, just…Later 

Gk. uses a[. of the present in general now, at the 
present time…Used w. prep. ajp !  a[rt i fr. now 
on”

167
; “adv…exactly, certainly…may be the 

correct rdg. for ajp !  a[rt i”168; “sometimes written 

separately, apÕarti...denotes ‘from now,’ 

henceforth”
169

; “adv…exactly, certainly, 

expressly…considered by some to be the correct 

                                                 
162Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

163Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

164Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

165Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

166Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

167Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

168Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

169Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 
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rdg. for ajp !  a[rt i Rv 14:13…if n a i v is rejected as a 
gloss”

170
] n a i v [“in declarations of agreement to 

the statements of others certainly, indeed, quite 

so”
171

; “a particle of affirmation, is used…in 

assent to an 

assertion”
172

] levgei  t o; p n eu'ma  i {n a  [“in final 

sense to denote purpose, aim, or goal in order that, 

that…w. fut. ind…The fut. ind. is also used oft. 

when i {n a has no final mng”
173

; “Very oft. the final 

mng. is greatly weakened or disappears altogether. 

In this case the i {n a—constr. serves…as a 

substitute for the inf. of result…{…‘causal’ i {n a, 
which is allowed at least for Rv 22:14 and 

perh…}”
174

; “i {n a is used elliptically… i {n a w. 
subjunctive as a periphrasis for the 

imper…i {n a  ajn ap ah vs on t a i let them 

rest”
175

] ajn ap ah vs on t a i  [“mid. rest, take one’s 

rest…rest from their labors”
176

; “signifies to give 

intermission from labour, to give rest, to 

refresh”
177

; “In Revelation it has an eschatological 

reference, “to rest from labor’…in 14:13, and ‘to 

tarry,’ i.e., await”
178

] ejk  [“a marker of the aspect 

of cessation - ‘from.’…‘in order that they might 

rest from their labor’”
179

; “from, out of, away 

from…to denote separation…of situations and 

circumstances out of which someone is brought, 

from…rest fr. one’s labors”
180

] t w'n  k ovp wn  [“to 
cut, to lash, to beat the bread, to toil. In Rev. 14:13 

the distinction is drawn between k op ou…{toil} 

from which the saints rest and ejrga…{works, 

activities} which follow with them into 

heaven.”
181

; “work, labor, toil…Pl., of individual 

acts”
182

; “primarily denotes a striking, beating 

{akin to koptoµ, to strike, cut}; then, toil resulting 
in weariness, laborious toil, 
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178Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 
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180Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 
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182Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

trouble”
183

] aujt w'n  t a; ga;r  e[rga  [“deed, 
action…deed, accomplishment…of the deeds of 

men, exhibiting a consistent moral character…The 

e[rgon or e[rga is {are} characterized by the 
context as good or bad”

184
; “work, employment, 

task”
185

] aujt w'n  ajk o louqei ' [“accompany, go 

along with…Of the deeds that follow one into the 

next world”
186

] met !  [“with genitive: 

with…denoting the company within which 

someth. takes place…w. gen. of the pers. in 

company with whom someth. happens…w. verbs 

of going, remaining, etc. p r o sevrces q a i  m.  t i n o " 
come {in company} with 

someone…ajk o louqei 'n  m.  t i n o " follow {after} 

someone”
187

; “is significant in sayings about the 

second coming and judgment…As regards those 

who die in the Lord, their works follow along with 

them”
188

] aujt w'n). 
 For faithful believers, John discovered via 

“a voice” that he “heard…from heaven,” that the 

outcome would be wonderful after their 

experience in this life. This voice articulated a 

beatitude, our second in the book after Rev. 1:3 

(five more follow in 16:15; 19:9; 20:6; 22:7, 14): 

“Blessed are the dead who die in the Lord from 

now on!” Only believers die in the Lord, and 

though they may face countless miseries while on 

earth during the tribulation period, but they will be 

“blessed” or “fortunate, happy…in the sense 

privileged recipient of divine favor,”
189

 when they 

arrive in heaven. For “to be absent from the body” 

is “to be at home with the Lord” (2Cor. 5:8b), and 

“to depart and to be with Christ…is far better” 

(Phil. 1:23b KJV). The expression “from now on” 

seems to imply that believers who die, perhaps as 

martyrs, during the tribulation period “will receive 

a unique blessing reserved for no one else,”
190

 

particularly those enduring “the bowl 

judgments”
191

 still to come. It is probably reading 

too much into the meaning of the word order here 
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H. Revell) 1981. 

184Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

185Vine, W. E., Vine’s Expository Dictionary of Old and New Testament Words, (Grand Rapids, MI: Fleming 

H. Revell) 1981. 

186Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

187Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

188Kittel, Gerhard, and Friedrich, Gerhard, Editors, The Theological Dictionary of the New Testament, 

Abridged in One Volume, (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company) 1985. 

189Bauer, Walter, Gingrich, F. Wilbur, and Danker, Frederick W., A Greek-English Lexicon of the New 

Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press) 1979. 

190Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 14:12. 

191Tom Constable. Tom Constable's Expository Notes on the Bible. Galaxie Software, 2003; 2003. Re 14:12. 
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to suggest that it proves that these believers die as 

martyrs in the Lord, though many will do precisely 

that, and will be rewarded accordingly. 

 The “Spirit” of God concurs with whoever 

is the other voice from heaven, saying “Yes” by 

way of affirmation or assent. Then follows a 

purpose clause “that (i {n a)” or in order that, “they 
may rest (ajn ap ah vs on t a i) from their labors 

(k ovp wn),” which is difficult “toil resulting in 
weariness.”

192
 Then comes the explanation, “for 

their deeds follow with them” “in the sense that 

there can be no separation between what a man is 

and what he does.”
193

 Thus it becomes crystal 

clear that there is a works-reward milieu in the 

tribulation period just as in the church age. There 

will be a direct correlation between how these 

believer behaved during the tribulation and their 

reward in millennium, though they will not be at 

the judgment seat of Christ. 

 

III Conc. 

 Clearly if these believers are expected to be 

faithful in the circumstances of the last half of the 

tribulation period, it is not too much to ask that we 

be faithful now in far better circumstances. What 

is holding you back? 
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